DHARUNAN WORLD
2 Maple wood Badminton courts @11,40000" Dharunan
World" will 33AANFD4511G1ZR
GSTIN
provide in cooperation with DAYAL,Hong Kong
Legal Name
DHARUNAN WORLD
Trade Name ,if any

DHARUNAN WORLD

1. Maple wood delivery at the site
2. One Technical person from DAYAL Hong Kong to guide and lay the courts
3. Synthetic mats (BWF StandardsRunning
Hova Courts)Track
will be 105000 per courts *2= 210000

& laying will be charged separately

Shandong Century Star Sports Equipments Co.,Ltd

4. Lightings and installation will be charged separately
Features of5.EPDM
runningpoles
track--Made
EPDMextra
and glue,
Badminton
will bewith
charged
1. Moderate6.elasticity
Courts will be finished within a week
time after
the goods
delivered
in the
site
North Zhong
Ao Road,
Qingyun
Economic
Development
Zone,Dezhou,Shandong,Ch
2. The wear7.resistance
is strong,
which
can ensure
the long-term
stability of pavement structure
Compound
Tools for
Laying
the courts
will be provided
3, the aging resistance will not be affected by ultraviolet radiation, ozone and wind and rain, resulting in fading and powdering.
Tel/whatsapp/wechat:+86-15801535890 Email:shirley@sjxty.cn
4. Impact resistance
Guberan sports club/Academy provides
5. Smooth, easy to construct, sun proof and antiskid
6. EPDM plastic
stadium
can be paved even
if the meals
foundation
is poor,
and the
water from
permeability
is good
1. Decent
accommodation
& Three
for the
technical
person
Hong Kong
7. It can be 2.
used
all-weather
for
more
than
10
years
4/5 carpenters/ Carpenter helpers to lay the courts with the technical person
8. Easy to maintain,
to clean and reduce maintenance
cost
by 40%
3. Localeasy
expenses/taxes/charges
if any occur
during
laying
9. Green environmental
protection:
health
and
non-toxic,
safe
and
environmental
protection, durable;
4. Basic tools upon request

Quotation Sheets

Item

1
7

2

5. Enough lighting and electricity for the laying courts
6. Will provide "0" level flooring for the laying area without any Dampness in the floor

Name

Picture

Description

Dimensions

FOB
P

Runing: track Bitumen
Remarks

basetrack
Runing
Breath Style
1. Order
confirmed
Concrete
baseby 12-3-2017
2. Advance
oftrack
400000 (four lakhs Indian rupees ) received on 13-3-2017
Runing
DHARUNAN WORLD
3. Balance
payment
Concrete base on or before 21-3-2017
2 Maple wood Badminton courts @11,40000" Dharunan World" will

13mm
5mm

$

Runing
track Bitumen
provide in cooperation with DAYAL,Hong Kong
Thanks
&Regards
$
base
Dr.Yuva Dayalan
EPDM Style
8mm
Director 1. Maple wood delivery at the site
2. One Technical person from DAYAL Hong Kong to guide and lay the courts
World
Features ofDharunan
breathable
plastic
track:
--Made
of
EPDM
,
glue
and
Polyurethane
surface
adhesive.
Runing
trackmats (BWF Standards Hova Courts) will be 105000 per courts *2= 210000
3. Synthetic
4
$
(Dayal
Groups)
1. Excellent
weather
resistance,
notwill
easy
to aging.
& laying
be charged
separately
Concrete
base
4. Lightings and installation will be charged separately
2. The elasticity is stable, and there is no difference in elasticity throughout the year. It will never be hard in winter and soft in summer
5. Badminton poles will be charged extra
3. It emphasizes the comfort
safety
of within
athletes
and
helps
to play
or improve
6. Courtsand
will be
finished
a week
time
after them
the goods
delivered
in the site their performance.
Runing
track
Bitumen
7.
Compound
Tools
for
Laying
the
courts
will
be
provided
Mobile:
India
(+91
9444272731)
Hong
Kong
(+852)
66285295
4. Emphasis
on
the
overall
performance
of
the
runway,
to
adapt
to
various
events
and long-term competition training.
5
$
base
E-Mail:
dayalwings@gmail.com
Website:
www.dayalssports.com
5. The paint is not easyGuberan
to fall sports
off, the
color is bright, does not fade, and the wear resistance is better.
club/Academy provides
No: 42/49, Raja Street ,Padi, Chennai-600050
12mm
6. The flatness meets the standard of IAAF,
and the water filtering property is good. There is no need to stop the competition
in light r
1.
Decent
accommodation
&
Three
meals
for
the
technical
person
from
Hong
Kong
immediately after heavy
rain track
without ponding.
Runing
2. 4/5 carpenters/ Carpenter helpers to lay the courts with the technical person
6
$
7. Compared with compound
plastic
runway,
Concrete
base runway and mixed
3. Local plastic
expenses/taxes/charges
if any occur
during
laying the cost of breathable plastic runway is generally about 15% lo
4. runway.
Basic tools upon request
lower than mixed plastic
3

5. Enough lighting and electricity for the laying courts
6. Will provide "0" level flooring for the laying area without any Dampness in the floor

Remarks :
1. Order confirmed by 12-3-2017
2. Advance of 400000 (four lakhs Indian rupees ) received on 13-3-2017
3. Balance payment on or before 21-3-2017
Thanks &Regards
Dr.Yuva Dayalan
Director
Dharunan World
(Dayal Groups)

Mobile: India (+91 9444272731)

Hong Kong (+852) 66285295

E-Mail: dayalwings@gmail.com
Website: www.dayalssports.com
No: 42/49,
Raja9677230455)
Street ,Padi, Chennai-600050
Mobile:India
(+91
Landline: +914442611238
E-mail: dharunanworld@gmail.com
No:108 ,MTH Road,Ambattur (Near Ambattur Telephone Exchange ) ,Chennai-600058

DHARUNAN WORLD
2 Maple wood Badminton courts @11,40000" Dharunan
World" will 33AANFD4511G1ZR
GSTIN
provide in cooperation with DAYAL,Hong Kong
Legal Name
DHARUNAN WORLD
Trade Name ,if any

DHARUNAN WORLD

1. Maple wood delivery at the site
2. One Technical person from DAYAL Hong Kong to guide and lay the courts
3. Synthetic mats (BWF Standards Hova Courts) will be 105000 per courts *2= 210000

& laying will be charged separately

4. Lightings and installation will be charged separately
5. Badminton poles will be charged extra
6. Courts will be finished within a week time after the goods delivered in the site
7. Compound Tools for Laying the courts will be provided

Features of EPDM running track--Made with EPDM and glue,
1. Moderate elasticityGuberan sports club/Academy provides
2. The wear resistance
is strong,
which can ensure
the long-term
stability
of pavement
structure
1. Decent
accommodation
& Three meals
for the technical
person
from Hong
Kong
3, the aging resistance
willcarpenters/
not be affected
by ultraviolet
radiation,
ozone
and
wind and
rain, resulting in fading and powdering.
2. 4/5
Carpenter
helpers to lay
the courts
with the
technical
person
4. Impact resistance 3. Local expenses/taxes/charges if any occur during laying
4. Basic tools upon request
5. Smooth, easy to construct,
sun proof and antiskid
5. Enough lighting and electricity for the laying courts
6. EPDM plastic stadium
can
be
even
if the
is poor,
and
the
water permeability
6. Will providepaved
"0" level
flooring
forfoundation
the laying area
without
any
Dampness
in the floor is good
7. It can
be used
all-weather
forEPDM
more
Features
of EPDM
running
track--Made with
andthan
glue, 10 years
1. Moderate elasticity
8. Easy to maintain, easy to clean and reduce maintenance cost by 40%
2. The wear resistance is strong, which can ensure the long-term stability of pavement structure
9.theGreen
environmental
protection: health and non-toxic, safe and environmental protection, durable;
3,
aging resistance
will not be affected
Remarks :by ultraviolet radiation, ozone and wind and rain, resulting in fading and powdering.
4. Impact resistance
5. Smooth, easy to construct, sun proof and antiskid
1. Order
by 12-3-2017
6. EPDM plastic stadium can be paved
evenconfirmed
if the foundation
is poor, and the water permeability is good
2. Advance
of 400000 (four lakhs Indian rupees ) received on 13-3-2017
7. It can be used all-weather for more
than 10 years
8. Easy to maintain, easy to clean3.and
reduce maintenance
cost
40% 21-3-2017
Balance
payment on
orbybefore
9. Green environmental protection: health and non-toxic, safe and environmental protection, durable;

DHARUNAN WORLD

2 Maple wood Badminton courts @11,40000" Dharunan World" will

7
7

provide in cooperation with DAYAL,Hong Kong
Thanks &Regards
Dr.Yuva Dayalan
1. Maple wood delivery at the site
Runing
Director track
2. One Technical person from DAYAL Hong Kong to guide and lay the courts
Dharunan
World
Synthetic mats (BWF Standards Hova Courts) will be 105000 per courts *2= 210000
Concrete 3.base
(Dayal Groups) & laying will be charged separately

Runing track
Concrete base

Breath Style

4. Lightings and installation will be charged separately
Breath Style
13mm
5. Badminton poles will be charged extra
6. Courts will be finished within a week time after the goods delivered in the site
7. Compound
ToolsIndia
for Laying
courts will be provided
Mobile:
(+91 the
9444272731)
Hong Kong (+852) 66285295

E-Mail: dayalwings@gmail.com

Guberan sports club/Academy provides

$16.18

13mm
2130

US$34,463.40

Website: www.dayalssports.com

No: 42/49, Raja Street ,Padi, Chennai-600050

1. Decent accommodation & Three meals for the technical person from Hong Kong
2. 4/5 carpenters/ Carpenter helpers to lay the courts with the technical person
3. Local expenses/taxes/charges if any occur during laying
tools
uponand
request
Features of breathable plastic track: --Made4.ofBasic
EPDM
, glue
Polyurethane surface adhesive.
Enough lighting and electricity for the laying courts
1. Excellent weather resistance, not easy to5.aging.
6. Will provide "0" level flooring for the laying area without any Dampness in the floor

Features of breathable plastic track: --Made of EPDM , glue and Polyurethane surface adhesive.

2. The elasticity is stable, and there is no difference in elasticity throughout the year. It will never be hard in winter and soft in summer.
1. Excellent weather resistance, not easy to aging.
3. It emphasizes the comfort and safety of athletes and helps them to play or improve their performance.
2.Emphasis
The elasticity
is performance
stable, and
there
is tono
difference
in elasticity
throughout
the year. It will never be hard in winter and soft in summ
4.
on the overall
of the
runway,
adapt
to various events
and long-term
competition training.
Remarks
:does not fade, and the wear resistance is better.
5.
paint is not easy tothe
fall off,
the colorand
is bright,
3.The
It emphasizes
comfort
safety
of athletes and helps them to play or improve their performance.
6. The flatness meets the standard of IAAF, and the water filtering property is good. There is no need to stop the competition in light rain days, and the competition can be carried out
1. Order confirmed by 12-3-2017
4. Emphasis
on the
overall
performance
of the runway, to adapt to various events and long-term competition training.
immediately
after heavy
rain without
ponding.
2. Advance of 400000 (four lakhs Indian rupees ) received on 13-3-2017
7.
with compound
plasticto
runway
and
mixed
plastic runway,
the cost
of breathable
plastic
runway
generally
about 15% lower
than compound plastic runway and 28%
3. Balance
payment
on bright,
or before
21-3-2017
5.Compared
The paint
is not easy
fall off,
the color
is
does
not fade,
and
theiswear
resistance
is better.
lower than mixed plastic runway.

6. The flatness meets the standard of IAAF, and the water filtering property is good. There is no need to stop the competition in ligh
Thanks &Regards
immediately after heavy rain without
ponding.
Dr.Yuva Dayalan
7. Compared with compound Director
plastic
runway
and mixed plastic runway, the cost of breathable plastic runway is generally about 15%
Dharunan World
(Dayal Groups)
lower than mixed plastic runway.
Mobile: India (+91 9444272731)

E-Mail: dayalwings@gmail.com

Hong Kong (+852) 66285295

Website: www.dayalssports.com

No: 42/49, Raja Street ,Padi, Chennai-600050

Mobile:India (+91 9677230455) Landline: +914442611238
E-mail: dharunanworld@gmail.com
No:108 ,MTH Road,Ambattur (Near Ambattur Telephone Exchange ) ,Chennai-600058

DHARUNAN WORLD
2 Maple wood Badminton courts @11,40000" Dharunan
World" will 33AANFD4511G1ZR
GSTIN
provide in cooperation with DAYAL,Hong Kong
Legal Name
DHARUNAN WORLD
Trade Name ,if any

DHARUNAN WORLD

1. Maple wood delivery at the site
2. One Technical person from DAYAL Hong Kong to guide and lay the courts
3. Synthetic mats (BWF Standards Hova Courts) will be 105000 per courts *2= 210000

& laying will be charged separately

4. Lightings and installation will be charged separately
Component hybrid
8 5. Badminton poles will be charged extra
runway-New Glue style
6. Courts will be finished within a week time after the goods delivered in the site
7. Compound Tools for Laying the courts will be provided

Runingclub/Academy
track
Guberan sports
provides
Concrete base

13mm

1. Decent accommodation & Three meals for the technical person from Hong Kong
2. 4/5 carpenters/ Carpenter helpers to lay the courts with the technical person
3. Local expenses/taxes/charges if any occur during laying
Component hybrid
9 4. Basic tools upon request
Component hybrid
$15.71 material
2130
runway-Double
runway-New Glue style
5. Enough lighting and electricity for the laying courts
6. Will provide "0" level flooring for the laying area without any Dampness in the floor

8

Runing track
Concrete base

US$33,467.63

$21

13mm

Remarks :

9

$15

Component hybrid
runway-Double material

$21.93

2130

US$46,713.56

1. Order confirmed by 12-3-2017
2. Advance of 400000 (four lakhs Indian rupees ) received on 13-3-2017
WORLD
3. Balance payment on or beforeDHARUNAN
21-3-2017

10
10

Runing2track
Maple wood Badminton courts @11,40000" Dharunan World" All-plastic
will
runway
provide in base
cooperation with DAYAL,Hong Kong
Concrete
Thanks &Regards
Dr.Yuva Dayalan
1. Maple wood delivery at the site
Runing track
Director
All-plastic runway
13mm
$26.87
2130
2. One Technical person from DAYAL Hong Kong to guide and lay the courts
Concrete base
Dharunan World
3. Synthetic mats (BWF Standards Hova Courts) will be 105000 per courts *2= 210000
(Dayal Groups) & laying will be charged separately

13mm

$26

US$57,230.44

4. Lightings and installation will be charged separately
5. Badminton poles will be charged extra
6. Courts will be finished within a week time after the goods delivered in the site
7. Compound
ToolsIndia
for Laying
courts will be provided
Mobile:
(+91 the
9444272731)
Hong Kong (+852) 66285295

E-Mail: dayalwings@gmail.com

Guberan sports club/Academy provides

Website: www.dayalssports.com

42/49,
Streetsurface
,Padi,adhesive)
Chennai-600050
Features of Component hybrid runway (made of epdmNo:
+elastic
glue+Raja
Polyurethane
and All- plastic track (elastic glue and Polyurethane surface adhesive):
Features
of Component
hybrid
runway
(made
of epdm
+elasticpollution-free
glue+ Polyurethane
surface ofadhesive)
and
All- plastic track (elastic glue a
1.
Environmental
protection: all
plastic
high
elastic
plastic
runway
materials
are
non-toxic,
and meet
theHong
requirements
environmental
protection;
1. Decent accommodation & Three meals for the technical person
from
Kong
2.
weather usability: it protection:
can 2.
maintain
high
quality
in
any
season
and
temperature
difference
environment,
and
can
be
put
into
use
immediately
after
rain
1.AllEnvironmental
all
plastic
high
elastic
plastic
runway
materials
are
non-toxic,
pollution-free
and
meet the requirements of env
4/5 carpenters/ Carpenter helpers to lay the courts with the technical person
3. Elasticity: it has moderate elasticity and resilience, which can not only reduce the consumption of physical strength, but also improve the performance of competition;
3. Local
expenses/taxes/charges
if any
occurseason
during laying
2.
All
weather
usability:
it
can
maintain
high
quality
in
any
and
temperature
difference
environment,
and
can be put into use imme
4. Good impact absorption: the mixed track can moderately absorb the impact of athletes' feet, which can not only reduce sports injury, but also suitable for long-term practice
4. Basic tools upon request
5.
notmoderate
fade, pulverizeelasticity
or soften due
to the
pollution of ultraviolet,
ozonenot
and acid
and can the
keep consumption
its bright color for aof
long
time
3.Weatherability:
Elasticity: ititwill
has
and
resilience,
which can
onlyrain,
reduce
physical
strength, but also improve th
5. Enough lighting and electricity for the laying courts

4. Good impact absorption:
the mixed
track
can for
moderately
absorb
theany
impact
of athletes'
feet, which can not only reduce sports injury, b
6. Will provide
"0" level
flooring
the laying area
without
Dampness
in the floor
5. Weatherability: it will not fade, pulverize or soften due to the pollution of ultraviolet, ozone and acid rain, and can keep its bright color
Remarks :
1. Order confirmed by 12-3-2017
2. Advance of 400000 (four lakhs Indian rupees ) received on 13-3-2017
3. Balance payment on or before 21-3-2017
Thanks &Regards
Dr.Yuva Dayalan
Director
Dharunan World
(Dayal Groups)

Mobile: India (+91 9444272731)

Hong Kong (+852) 66285295

E-Mail: dayalwings@gmail.com
Website: www.dayalssports.com
No: 42/49,
Street ,Padi,Landline:
Chennai-600050
Mobile:India
(+91 Raja
9677230455)
+914442611238
E-mail: dharunanworld@gmail.com
No:108 ,MTH Road,Ambattur (Near Ambattur Telephone Exchange ) ,Chennai-600058

